Any chance the am and pm sessions could be done in different locations to reduce journey times for attendees eg one to west and one to east of area?

Excellent as usual

Excellent venue. Really excellent content. Really relevant. Useful

Building and running searches – would like more info how to do. Would like to have seen this done today. Very worthwhile workshop

Anthony very good but spoke bit too fast. Would have liked to have seen some of the searches at the beginning as more relevant, but had more towards the end. Anthony very informative

Interesting to know that if you tidy up searches etc it can make the surgery more money

Didn’t receive the handout prior to the meeting. Room was a bit cold to start with. Nice venue. Some useful info thanks

The examples of what to include in searches – invaluable. I can do searches but needed examples to make more complex – thank you
• Lack of mid morning refreshments. Handout not sent prior to the course. Parking good. Lack of toilet facilities.
• Excellent as usual. Very informative
• Excellent as always
• Venue was really nice but very cold and perhaps a tea/coffee in the break would have been nice. Overall a really good update
• Nice venue. Good talk. Lots of relevant information
• Tutorial excellent. Tea at venue not good
• Useful update – relevant
• More time for participant questions
• Very cold room